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Truth
Is it absolute ?

Is it knowable ?

Or......

Does it correspond to a particular thing ?

Does it correspond to eternal principles ?
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The Importance of Truth
Christians claim that Truth exists (truth for
everyone, everywhere, at all times) ,and it correspon-
dence with the way things really are.

1Cor. 15.1-3 Now I make known to you, brethren, the gospel which I preached to you, which also you received, in
which also you stand, by which also you are saved, if you hold fast the word which I preached to you, unless you

believed in vain. For I delivered to you as of first importance what I also received, that Christ died for our sins
according to the Scriptures,

1Cor. 15.12 Now if Christ is preached, that He has been raised from the dead, how do some among you say
that there is no resurrection of the dead? 13 But if there is no resurrection of the dead, not even Christ has
been raised; 14 and if Christ has not been raised, then our preaching is vain, your faith also is vain.

Truth can be described by what it is and what it is not.

Many inadequate definitions exist
because they confuse definition, defense and results.
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Inadequate views of Truth
Truth is not "what works" (perjury in court, clintonianism, 12 steps to recovery)

Truth is not "that which is consistent" (conspiracy by many)

Truth is not "honest intent make truth" (sincerely wrong)

Truth is not "what is comprehensive" (Nazism, uniformitarianism)

Truth is not "what is existentially relevant" ( subjective truth, math)

Truth is not "what feels good" (bad news can be true)
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An adequate views of Truth
Must correspond to factual reality

“Telling it how it is”

.. in the abstract as well as the mathematical, historical, etc.

Truth accurately expresses reality !

Falsehood does not correspond to facts.
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The Relative Truth
Relative Truth common human viewpoint

SO... Truth becomes absolutely Relative (an absolute)

A World of Contradictions (milk in the refrigerator)

No Wrongs and No Rights (me always right)

No Absolute Knowledge (2+2=4, may lack evidence)

Constant In-Between Truths (smaller, larger)

No New Truth (or Learning) (no unchanging facts)

No Absolutes in Knowledge (understanding, evidence, gravity)

Narrow Absolutes (Christians are narrow minded)

Dogmatic Absolutes (manner, or fact of)

Truth is absolute, but our understanding is not
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Summary of Truth
Truth maybe tested in many ways,

but should be understood in only one way.

Different ways
to defend different claims of truth, but
only one proper way to define truth.

There is confusion between
the nature of truth and
the verification of truth.

There is a difference between
what truth is and
what truth does.

Truth is that which
correspond to reality
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Paradox of Truth
Plato once stated "It is impossible to know
anything for certain unless God tells us."

Only God could state truth (ed.impartially and accurately).

Unfortunately, God doesn't exist.

Therefore we cannot know anything for certain.
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Words used in the Bible
and God said ....

Truth in OT

tRmTa AMETH = AMEN in NT Greek

Truth in NT

alhqeia ALETHEIA

A + LETHIA = NOT + Hidden
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Validity - a feature of BiblicalTruth

That which has certainty and force, the norm,
genuine, right.

Eph 4:20-21

Phil. 4:8-9
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Reliable - a feature of BiblicalTruth

Rom 3:4,7

2Cor 7:14
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Real,factual - a feature of BiblicalTruth

Rom 1:18,25

Rom 2:2

1John 3:18
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Veracity - a feature of BiblicalTruth

Lu 4:25

Mark 12:14

Lu 9:27

Titus 1:2
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True Teaching - a feature of BiblicalTruth

*not just intellectual, lecture information

1Pet. 1:22

2Cor. 6:7

1Tim. 2:4

2Th. 2:9-13

1Tim. 3:15

2Pet. 1:12
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Revealed - a feature of BiblicalTruth

John 8:32

John 15.26; 16:13

1Pet 1.19-21

1John 2:27 ; 5:6; 4:21; 2:21
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Effect, kinetic - a feature of BiblicalTruth

Eph 4.15

Psa. 86:11

Psa. 1:1-4; 1John 1:5-6
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Miracle Grow - a feature of BiblicalTruth

The Truth of the Word of God causes growth in believers, over time, thru pressure, positively
responded. This growth changes, molds, reforms us toward a likeness of Jesus Christ. This
is the goal of God, not the numbers of souls saved.

2Pet 3:18; 1Pet. 2:2

Eph 3:16-19

Eph. 4:14-16
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Different from Philosophy

"Without the knowledge of God, human beings can
evolve only approximate ideas of truth"

Therefore, men can ultimately
only develop relative ideas

Philosophy Astro Physics

Death, after life
Eternity
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Different from Science
Empirical or scientific truth is necessarily restricted to a
narrower field. It's proper sphere is the study of creation,
for it has no means by which to apprehend the Creator.

Valid science is descriptive science.

Regular patterns may be seen and demonstrated, and even
general scientific or logical principles can be discerned

Scientific truth ceases to be truth, when it advances
beyond it proper sphere of observation and reporting to the
sphere of attempted ultimate planation.

Examples of partial truth:

Psychology Evolution
History

Sociology
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Different from Church Dogma
Truth is not codified church doctrines,
confessions, 4 spiritual laws, or traditions.

1) A human element of rearrangement and restatement
is naturally and necessarily added

2) Church truth cannot claim to be the incarnate Truth, as
only Jesus Christ and His Word can make that claim

3) A description of truth is not the same as the Truth
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Biblical Truth is Revealed Truth

Truth is God Himself, and God is always the subject

1. Revelation of God in creation Rom 1:20,21

a. There is a God
b. That God is all power-full

2. Revelation in Jesus Christ John 14:9

a. His Person incarnate
b. His Words
c. His Actions - the Cross

3. Revelation of the Written Word 2Tim. 3:15-17

a. Without lacking
b. Without Error
c. God’s Breathed
d. Fully Adequate for Believers
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I am the way, and the truth,
and the life Jn14:6

James 1:17

which God, who cannot lie Titus 1:2

the Spirit of truth John 16:13

from the Father of lights,
with whom there is
no variation or shifting shadow.
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“Therefore everyone who hears these words of Mine
and acts on them, may be compared to a wise man who
built his house on the rock. “And the rain fell, and the
floods came, and the winds blew and slammed against
that house; and yet it did not fall, for it had been found-
ed on the rock. “Everyone who hears these words of
Mine and does not act on them, will be like a foolish
man who built his house on the sand. “The rain fell,
and the floods came, and the winds blew and slammed
against that house; and it fell—and great was its fall.”
When Jesus had finished these words, the crowds were
amazed at His teaching; for He was teaching them as
one having authority, and not as their scribes. Matt. 7:24-29
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Since we now realize the Truth of the Word of God
is the greatest value in our lives,

we should all become pastors and teachers

we should all become pastors and teachers

we should all go into full time Christian counseling

we should take only Christian jobs

No, the value of the Truth of the Word of God
is the highest value for all believers in what ever
you do, who ever you marry, where ever you go. As
mothers & fathers, husbands, children, bosses, employees...
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The End
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